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M.ODERN EARTH SCIENCE 

• Section 1s.i 
The Water' Cycle 

Read each statement below. If the statement .ls true, write T in the space provided. 
If the statement is false, write Fin tbe space provided. 

-'- 1. The hydrologic cycle is also called the water cycle. 

2. Most water evaporating from the earth's surface evaporates from rivers and lakes. 

3. When water vapor rises in the atmosphere, it expands and cools. 

4. Evapotranspiration increases with increasing temperature. 

5. Most water used by industry is recycled. 

6. Irrigation is often necessary in areas having high evapotranspiration. 

Cboose the one best response. Write tbe letter of tbat cboice in tbe space provided. 

• 
7. Which of the following is an artificial means of producing fresh water from ocean 

water? 

a. desalination	 b. saltation 
c. evapotranspiration	 d. condensation 

8. Which of the following is represented by this 
diagram? 

a. the earth's water budget 
b. local water budget 

. c.	 groundwater movement 
-·d. surface runoff 

9. The arrow labeled X represents: 

a. absorption. b. evaporation.. 
c. rejuvenation. d. transpiration. 

_ 10. Approximately what percentage of the earth's precipitation falls-on the ocean? 

a. 5% b. 25% c. 750/0 d. 99% 
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River Systems 

Choose the one best response. Write the letter of that choice in the space provided. 
. . 

1. What is the term for the main stream and tributaries of a river? 

a. river system b. river bed 
c. drainage basin d. water gap 

2. The path that a river follows is called its: 

a. tributary. ~. gully. c. channel. d. meander. 

3. All of the sediment carried by a river is called the: 

a. suspended load. b. bed load. 
c. stream load. d. dissolved load. 

4. Channel erosion is quickest in rivers having a: 

a. high volume of suspended load. b. low volume of suspended load. 
c. high volume of bed load. d. low volume of bed load. i'. 

5. The wide curves in the river in the diagram are: 

a. meanders. b. oxbows. 
c. tributaries. d. channels. 

Complete each statement by writing the correct term or phrase in the space provided. 

6. A river. system begins to form when local precipitation exceeds _ 

7. Drainage basins are also caned _ 

8. Capture of a river system by a river in a different watershed is called 

9. Lengthening and branching of the upper end of a river is called _ 

10; Water that cannot soak into the soil moves downslope as _ 
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• Section 13.3 

Stream Deposition 

Read eacb statement below. If tbe statement is true, write Tin tbe space provided. 
If tbe statement is false, write F in the space provided. 

1. Alluvial fan is another name for a delta. 

2. As the velocity of a stream decreases, its load of sediment also decreases. 

3. The volume of water in a stream remains constant from year to year. 

4. Artificial levees are resistant to river erosion. 

5. Human activities are often responsible for floods. 

6. Floodways often prevent streams from overflowing. 

7. Flooding is a natural stage in the development of a stream. 

Complete eacb statement by writing the comet term or phrase in the space provided• 
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8. The region labeled X in the diagram is produced by stream _ 

9. The construction of a water dam usually results in the formation of an artificial 

10. One method of flood control is the building of artificial _ 
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